Aims: The seminar is thought as an introduction to Sociological Theory and will provide Students with some of the basic knowledge in the field. Topics span over aspects of the epistemological debates, an introduction to macro, meso and micro level theories and their integration, and more specific approaches regarding the sociology of culture and social stratification. The course is propaedeutic for the understanding of the course work of the Master Programme in Sociology and Social Research.

Participants (present in the first lessons) will obtain a detailed programme, a reading list and the selected readings. We expect a regular attendance (at least 80% of lessons). Some of the dates are still to be confirmed (tbc). For question please contact Prof. Scherer at stefani.scherer@unitn.it - The Seminar is thought for students of the MA program in Sociology and Social Research. It will be held in English. 1 credit is provided for attending the seminar.

How to enroll: on-line here [http://www.sociologia.unitn.it/100/seminari-di-credito](http://www.sociologia.unitn.it/100/seminari-di-credito) until October 26th, 2021 (no more than 20 students admitted)